Upcoming Aviation Events
► November 24-25 Ballarat Aero Club
50th celebrations
Upcoming Chapter 20 events
►Sunday 11 November – Chapter BBQ
at Kyneton Airfield
Membership Changes
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Darius Ankus – advises “I moved to
Sydney over 3 years ago, and now being in
a position to restart work on my RV-10, I
thought I would join local Chapter 11
North West Sydney”
Denis Mexted – Woodend. Last heard of
working in Tokyo.
Tim Sayle – Eaglehawk (Bendigo)
Ken Watts – Alice Springs. Advises he is
taking a break due work, may apply to rejoin or join the Darwin Chapter.
Added:
Frank Saccuzzo, Lalor.
With sadness….
Darcy Newell advises that one of our
Friends of Chapter 20 from our earlier
years, Lloyd Milne, has recently passed
away. Lloyd was partner in crime with Don
Williamson, operating Paintcare
Aerospace, a small firm who assisted
numerous Experimental folks like us with
paint requirements, products and advice.
Lloyd had not been at all well in recent
years, with kidney disease.
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Norm’z USA trip:
Astute readers will realize I was missing
in action for the last two Hangar Torque
issues. Terry did a great job of compiling
the newzus while I was elsewhere –
thanks!
So Gaeleen (aka Madam G) and I went to
the USA – our first trip there. We
headed for Sydney, then on Hawaiian
Airlines to Honolulu for one night, then on
to Las Vegas. When in Vegas, tradition
dictates you get hitched, so we did, but
“NO Elvis and NO drive-thru”.

As noted in the last issue, we managed to
report that we choppered out to Grand
Canyon Skywalk – the observation
platform jutting out a mere 4000 feet
above the floor of the Grand Canyon.

We scored a local flight around the area
in a nice Commanche, departing from a 100
home residential airpark literally across
the road from where we were staying, but
interstate in New Mexico. We then took a
look at the nearby War Eagles Museum:
www.war-eagles-air-museum.com
I’ll bet nobody else here has been there!

Took a weekend trip out to Carlsbad
Caverns in New Mexico and got “ramp
checked” for our passports at a roadside
immigration stop. The caves are 800 feet
underground and took us about 1hr 20
mins to walk down there. (Elevatored up!)
Did a pitstop at the International UFO
Museum in Roswell on the way home. The
only “probing” we got was from the staff
wanting to know where we were from.

From Las Vegas we drove ourselves to
Anaheim in a day and spent 5 days doing
the Disneyland, Universal Studios and
Seaworld thing, then we flew down to El
Paso Texas, the safest city in USA, which
is over the fence from Juarez, the most
dangerous city in Mexico. There’s a huge
military base in El Paso, and story goes
that the Mexican crime and drug trade
doesn’t want to start something they can’t
finish, and so they leave El Paso well alone.
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Drove through the White Sands National
Monument/missile test area on the way
back. Carved our names in the sand.
From El Paso, we flew up to Reno Nevada
for the 49th National Air Racing
Championships and had 4 full days of
racing action. Wow. It was great. The
crowds were somewhat down on other
years, no doubt because of the big crash
last year, but get this – one family that
copped it big time (mother killed and 5
legs off 4 people gone) were back again, in
their same box seating, in the same spot.
They did not want the races to end and a
newspaper article on them was a great
read – they all believed that life was
precious and that everything you did had
risks, but that was no reason to hide
yourself away in a corner.

We had reserved grandstand seats, maybe
50m from the crash site. Murray and
Andrea Wallace from Kyneton also went
back again, to their same seats, about
47m from the crash site. We also had the
reserved car parking and each day parked
about 50m from the entrance. And finally,
we had the pit passes. All up, $500 worth
of ticketing, but worth every cent. We
had a car and drove out there from Reno
each day, just 20 mins and no traffic

problems in or out. The racing was
fantastic to watch live, it was hard to
believe we were actually there!
Favorite plane? The only all wood machine
there of course! – the V8 powered GP5
racing in the sport class!

Unlike some big Australian Airshows, you
could get up close and personal to all the
planes and talk to the crews. The Airshow
acts consisted of that bloody Jelly Bean
plane that comes out to Avalon Airshow,
an aerobatic Bonanza, and aerobatic Lear
jet, The Patriots L39 jet team, F15 Strike
Eagle, F22 Raptor, a “new build” U-2
Spyplane fly-by, CAP232, warbirds, ah,
what else….. hmmm… dunno… No Blue
Angels or Canadian Snowbirds, so I think
they were lacking some of the top class
acts this year. No “jet trucks” thankfully.
From Reno we drove to Roseville California
via Lake Tahoe, and spent a couple of days
with one of the international Corby
Starlet guys. Then on to San Francisco
for 4 nights. Right into San Francisco –
and those hills!!! Oh man! Picture this –
sitting facing uphill at a red light, and not
being able to see anything out the
windscreen but fresh air. Green light, just
hit the gas and hope it all works out.
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Stayed right at Fisherman’s Wharf area,
went to Alcatraz, did some good eating,
and saw the Space Shuttle Endeavour fly
by on the 747. Walked over the Golden
Gate Bridge – all 2 plus miles of it.
Time to head for home, back via Hawai’i
again for 4 days R & R. Highlight was the
Pearl Harbor tour, in particular standing
above the sunken Arizona, watching fuel
oil (known as “the black tear”) still leaking
up from the depths after 70 years, and
standing on the very deck of the “Mighty
Mo” – battleship USS Missouri where
Japan surrendered and ended that war.

first class – really puts Australia to shame
in that regard I thought.

Some funny moments:
When we realized occasions we weren’t
being understood AT ALL. Blank stares at
us as if they were thinking “I saw their

lips moving... but I dunno what the hell
they just said!”
Our host in El Paso was “packing heat” on
our weekend away (she slipped the
handgun under the driver’s seat prior to
our departure.)
Sideling up beside Australian tourists in
Las Vegas and Hawai’i and muttering
“bloody Australians!” – always got a laugh.
In a big bookstore, seeing row upon row
upon row of “How Obama has screwed
over America” books – EVEN A CHILD’S
PICTURE BOOK ON THE TOPIC!

Met a Pearl Harbour survivor at the
Museum. 91 yo and still golfing twice a
week too!

So it was a great trip. We can highly
recommend Reno Air Races. I’ll be going
back for sure! Right Frank? Right Colin?

Back home via a day flight to Sydney.
Watched The Avengers movie and seven
straight episodes of Hawaii Five-O.
Storms in Sydney and Melbourne delayed
our return a few hours, getting home
about 1:30am on Grand Final (what’s
that???) day.
We found the locals to be very super
polite, super friendly, and the service in
stores and restaurants was sincere and

Signing off!
Norm, and “Mrs Norm”
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Bill Miller out at Brim has, umm.....
a bit of aero stuff to get rid of!
I am sorry I don’t have any useful aircraft
news but when it comes to stuff to sell I
would have 85 years of stuff - maybe you
could put in the photo of my shed
.
To give some idea of the challenge to list it all
and time is running out, just to mention a few
things, Sonerai 1 that I will never finish, parts
of Victas, Austers, Rallys, Cessnas, 2 f/glass
sports cars copies of Lotus Elans (fit on VW
chassis) Turbulent, Gypsy Major parts, 0235
continental engine, 3 sheds of collected items.

P.S.
I remember dear old Harry Wallace
who was a friend and as mad as I with stuff,
had a chap here the other day to buy a bit of
Auster stuff - said he and friends bought all
the Auster stuff after Harry passed away he said much of it was no use, so went to
scrap anyhow.
Bill Miller - BRIM Vic.
bill.m0207@yahoo.com.au
5390 4230

It reminds me of when I lived in Geelong
before I moved up here for peace and quiet one of the businesses I had was a motor
wrecking yard, as I had decided I had had
enough. I was young then - only late 60s. I
advertised extensively, rang motor clubs
saying I had jowett javlins, chrysler air flows,
light 6 citroens, mark 5, 9 jags, even 120 jag,
not much response heaps and heaps of stuff,
closed my eyes called in the scrap dealers
Watched as ton after ton of good stuff went
to scrap. I even went and watched as one of
my old A90 austin atlantic soft tops was
crushed into a fairly small block. After it was
all gone people came and wanted to buy it too late!
One fellow asked me if I still had the
4 henderson motor cycle engines but no they
are still rusting away in the old tip in Geelong
that has a house or factory on it. Hope I have
not bored you and you see a message in it as I
can see the same thing unfolding here - shame
really.
Wishing you well, cheers Bill.
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The NZ build Mosquito flies!

Got a spare column…
Okay, some more RENO photos then…

You may not be aware that the brand new
build DH 98 Mosquito flew in New Zealand
for the first time last week. My friend
Bruce West (building a full size replica
Spitfire) has been watching this for a long
time and even donated some bits from the
family collection suitable to the aircraft
rebuild I think.
Anyhow they had an official coming out
gala dinner the other day with the Mossie
at centre stage and lots of guest
speakers. In addition to the attached
pictures there are some youtube video
clips which can be found under KA114 or
MOSQUITO type search entries.
I thought the group might be interested
as, to me it's just a big wooden home built
aircraft project!
Cheers,
Frank Deeth
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Knight Twister
Graeme Serjeant

Imperial

project

–

Before writing about the project perhaps
I should elaborate as what a Twister is,
because many may not know the type as I
believe mine is the only one in Australia.
The following extract from the Steen
Aero Lab site gives some information.

"Before any builder constructs any
other type of biplane, he must first
talk himself out of building a Knight
Twister."
- John W. Underwood
The Knight Twister
The distinctive Knight Twister is the
oldest aircraft design offered by Steen
Aero Lab and has quite an interesting
history dating back to the late 1920s.
Launched in 1928 by Vernon Payne as a
way to liven up an aircraft design class he
was teaching, the design draws heavily
upon NACA aerodynamic research.
The Knight Twister in any version is a true
thoroughbred. While it is not like the
average trainer in control response, the
fact is that the design simply doesn't
need to be horsed around the sky. It is
the kind of plane that thrives on smooth
control inputs, and in return she will
reward the pilot with smooth, perfectlybalanced
performance.
Properly-built
Twisters tend to be very straightforward
and easy to fly airplane with excellent
performance, which give great enjoyment
to their pilots.

Construction methods are conventional.
The fully-cantilever wing and tail surface
construction is mostly of plywood (it's too
small to use a built-up truss structure
efficiently) while the fuselage is built of
welded steel tubing. The wings are fully
cantilever and stressed to 7-9 Gs
(depending upon the version) though the
addition of flying wires raises the
strength somewhat. Since the first flight
with a 45 horsepower radial engine in
1929, the Twister has gone through at
least eleven different versions and
probably around 75 have been completed.
The popular KT85 version appeared after
World War Two and this lead to the
versions available today: the "Imperial",
"Holiday", "Acro" and the two-place
"Coed". Power options range from 85 hp to
150 hp.
The original Knight Twister had a 45 hp
Samson radial engine, in 1931. A later
model had an inverted A model ford
engine.
The Imperial model originated in 1968
when the wing area was increased from 55
sq ft to 76 sq ft to comply with biplane
racing rules at Reno pylon racing. This
aeroplane in 1984 at Reno air races set a
biplane speed record of 193.4 mph (168
kts ) with a lycoming 0290 engine.
In 1980 the engine was replaced with a
lycoming IO 320 (same engine as mine )
and the speed around the pylons was
increased to well over 200 mph on the
straights and a 7 lap average of 193 mph.
Fairly impressive for a 1928 designed
biplane.
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My aeroplane has a higher lift profile wing
and will probably not have quite the speed
of this race version. To date I have not
been faster than 130 kts, however this
was at a power setting of 2000 rpm, with
the max 2700 .
My Twister was purchased on ebay a
couple of years ago as an incomplete
project fitted with a Subaru engine of
approx 95 hp. I completed the building,
also
incorporating
a
number
of
improvements to the fuel system etc and
did my first test flight about 18 months
ago. Careful investigation of the required
c of g location was made , but despite this
the flight was quite exciting with the tail
lifting only as the plane became airborne ,
and taking the full length of the
aerodrome to build up climb speed and
attain 50’ of height.
Extensive ground running of the engine
was done before the flight and all seemed
to be OK but when I turned down wind at
low altitude and found time to scan the
gauges, the water temp was off the gauge.
To avoid imminent engine failure over tall
ironbark forest I closed the throttle and
headed for the cross runway a quick burst
of power enabled clearance of the low
scrub near the threshold, and according
to onlookers after emitting a large cloud
of smoke (when I closed the throttle) and
disappearing below the treeline the
aeroplane reappeared from amongst the
shrubbery followed by a successful
emergency landing.

with a lycoming IO320 150 hp engine.
Replacement of hand cable operated
brakes with independent foot operated
hydraulic disc brakes, new panel with
appropriate gauges, rewired with circuit
breakers on all circuits, new fuel system
with capacity increased from 50 to 85
litres, new cowls etc.
The Twister has since been successfully
test flown, and to date has flown about 5
hours. As one would expect it is a bit of a
handful to fly with no visibility of the
field on approach and fairly high approach
speed being used as I explore the
boundaries.
Below is a photo, still requires final paint.
Overall an exciting project.

Romsey hangar space:
New Steel and Secure Hangar available for
lease with concrete floor inside and apron
area. Share price $75 per week (must be low
wing) or $135 (depending on aircraft) single
per week.
Contact Grant at:
romseyhangar4rent@gmail.com

Since then my Twister has undergone
extensive
rebuild
and
modification
including replacement of Subaru engine
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Builders visit – Alan &
Riveter” Saunders RV12

“Rosie

the

Susie: “What’s that bit Alan?”
Alan: “Oh, this is the ahh… ummm… you know…”

Chris: “…..Lightning, strike me now…… Please…..”

Sunday 14th was a glorious day after a long
wet week. What better way to shake of the
winter blues than head up to Woodend, the
land of bakeries and cafes.....and an RV-12 in
the making. Some of our chapter members
made a supreme sacrifice and abandoned the
bakeries for a look at Alan & Chris Saunders'
RV-12 project.
The RV-12 is the Vans light sport aircraft kit,
it has a 100hp Rotax engine, and one of its
features is removable wings for easier
storage or trailering.
It can be built in less than half the time of
other RV kits.
After establishing four workshops over the
years, Alan has decided to settle down in
Woodend, and get cracking again on his RV-12
project. A little inspiration from a visit to
Oshkosh this year helped too (thanks
Marcus).

Chris (Rosie): “I think Susie has filled her bag with
cupcakes - offer her one, see what she says..”

Progress to date shows the wings have been
completed, and work has commenced on the
vertical stabiliser. The most important
thing....Alan is enjoying every minute he gets
in his workshop!
For those who couldn't make it, below is a link
if you want to see what you missed.
http://www.vansaircraft.com/public/rv12.htm

Gleeso & John admire the ahh.. umm.. You know..

A great day was had, much aviation was
spoken....Chapter 20 life is great!
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Chapter 20 Technical Counselors
(from the official SAAA TC List)

Chapter Tool Bank
Hard to borrow or expensive tools you won’t use
often, $5 hire & postal (if applicable) charges will
be billed by the Treasurer.

Frank Deeth (Heathmont)
Timber & fabric aircraft
Ph. 9720 7440 or 0408 559 866
tr.9@westnet.com.au

► No. 6 and No. 8 Dimple dies
► Flaring tool
► Tube bender
► Rotary Coax Stripper ($free)
► Instrument hole cutter & template 21/4” & 31/8”
► Propeller wrenches 5/8” & ¾”
► Electric hot water urn

Norm Edmunds (Kyneton)
Timber, Fabric, Fibreglassing, Experimental Regs.
SAAA Maintenance Procedures Course Trainer
Ph. 5422 6953 or 040 7098 242
idgara.aviation@bigpond.com

Lycoming/Continental Service Tool Package
Hire charge $5 per item or get the lot for $10

Peter Pendergast (Ocean Grove)
Metal Aircraft / RV series
Ph. 5255 5092 or 0408 375 163
ppen@bigpond.net.au

► Oil filter wrench

Dan O’Sullivan (Monegeetta)
Metal Aircraft / RV series
Ph. 5428 5543 or 0417 409 996
bernice.dan@bigpond.com

NEW!
► Spark Plug Cleaner
► Oil Filter Can Cutter
► Spark Plug Gap Gauge
► Gapping Tool for Massive Spark Plugs

Rodney Thynne (Melton)
Metal things, Metal Aircraft!
Ph. 9743 5688 or 0402 277 607
rodneythynne@yahoo.com.au

Terry Dovey
Ph. 5367 3548
tsdovey@hotmail.com
Chapter Roles

Chris McGough (Doreen)
Metal Aircraft / RV series
Ph. 9717 4851 or 0409 882 215
vhmum@bigpond.com

Builders Visit Coordinator:
Dan O’Sullivan
bernice.dan@bigpond.com

Friends of Chapter 20
Michael Bourke, CFI+ATO, Kyneton Aero Club.
RA-Aus Senior Instructor (via Bendigo Flying Club)
No RAAus aircraft available at this time.
Ph. 0407 721 908 or bourke@netcon.net.au as well as
the clubhouse phone 5422 6626.
www.kynetonaeroclub.org

Propeller Balancer Equipment Officer:
Brian Rebbechi of Welshmans Reef
Ph. 5476 2086 and 0407 894 053
brebbechi@bigpond.com
Flight Advisors:
Aub Coote – (“Mr. Anywhere/anytime”)
Ph. 5241 1605 or 0427 138 656

Stan the Radio Man – Stan Krasauskas
“Roket Werx”, Romsey
Radio, instruments and electrics.
Ph. 5429 5156 or 0412 059 334
capricorndancer@iprimus.com.au

Thanks to this Month’s Contributors

Yak 52 Adventure Flights at Kyneton:
www.adventureflightsunlimited.com.au

Next month:

Frank Deeth, Graeme Sergeant, Bill Miller, Norm,
Terry Dovey, Darcy Newell

Still waiting for more reports or introductions from
new members. Come on guys, hop to.
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